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	Electronic System Level Design, or ESL Design, is generally understood as the set

	of tools, methodologies and design techniques applied to modern electronic systems

	design, from high-end chips and systems, to embedded devices, to integrated

	hardware and software systems. Given the complexity of current systems, advanced

	tools and methodologies have become absolutely essential to achieve the necessary

	productivity, quality, cost and performance expected in a design process. One of

	the important tenets in ESL Design is the need for early design analysis. This is

	done mainly through high-level modeling and simulation, performance and power

	analysis and functional verification, before committing the design to lower-levels of

	abstraction aimed at synthesis and optimization. This is especially true for complex

	systems involving different types of components such as processors, custom blocks

	and software. In fact, it may be totally impractical to simulate such systems at a lowlevel

	of representation such as register-transfer level, due to extremely long simulation

	times. High-level models are simpler to write, understand, optimize and debug

	than lower-level models, and they can simulate significantly faster. The more the design

	can be refined, optimized and verified at a high-level of abstraction, the higher

	the overall design productivity, the better the quality and consequently the lower the

	cost of the final result. However, high-level models and development environments

	are not without their own difficulties. It is not simple to write a high-level model

	at the appropriate abstraction level which will result in the best trade-off between

	architectural details and simulation speed. For this end, researchers have formalized

	different abstraction levels at different levels of architectural and timing accuracy.

	Depending on what types of design analysis need to be done, one abstraction level

	may be more suitable than another. This adds to the modeling complexity, and in the

	worst case, if multiple models need to be developed, it may start reducing the productivity

	advantage of a high-level modeling methodology. A high-level modeling

	and simulation framework is a complex software engineering challenge. Different

	types of models, such as a processor model, custom blocks and application software,

	need to be compiled, linked, executed and debugged together. This goes far beyond

	the correct individual modeling of a block using a high-level language.
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Franchising & Licensing: Two Powerful Ways to Grow Your Business in Any EconomyAMACOM, 2003
It is hard to believe that nearly 15 years have passed since the publication of
the first edition of Franchising & Licensing in 1991. The impact of technology
and globalization has had a permanent effect on the dynamics of the franchise
relationship. When the manuscript was being written for the first edition
in the late...
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CERT Resilience Management Model (RMM): A Maturity Model for Managing Operational ResilienceAddison Wesley, 2010

	CERT® Resilience Management Model (CERT-RMM) is an innovative and transformative way to manage operational resilience in complex, risk-evolving environments. CERT-RMM distills years of research into best practices for managing the security and survivability of people, information, technology, and facilities. It...
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LINQ for VB 2005Apress, 2007

	Are you ready for the future of data access in .NET?


	At the Microsoft Professional Developers Conference (PDC) 2005, Microsoft previewed a new technology, Language-Integrated Query (LINQ). It captured a lot of attention because it addressed the fundamental issue of merging object-oriented applications with relational data. The LINQ...
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SIP: Understanding the Session Initiation Protocol, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2003
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a new signaling, presence and instant
messaging protocol developed to set up, modify, and tear down multimedia sessions,
request and deliver presence and instant messages over the Internet [1].
This chapter covers some background for the understanding of the protocol. SIP
was developed by...
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Programming ChallengesSpringer, 2003
There are many distinct pleasures associated with computer programming. Craftsmanship
has its quiet rewards, the satisfaction that comes from building a useful object and
making it work. Excitement arrives with the flash of insight that cracks a previously
intractable problem. The spiritual quest for elegance can turn the hacker into...
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Photoshop CS4 Down & Dirty TricksNew Riders Publishing, 2009
UNLOCK THE SECRETS OF THE HOTTEST TRICKS, AND MOST REQUESTED PHOTOSHOP EFFECTS IN ONE AMAZING BOOK!

Scott Kelby, co-host of Photoshop User TV and the world’s #1 bestselling Photoshop author, is back to unlock the secrets of an amazing new collection of the latest eye-popping, jaw-dropping, Photoshop special...
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